
Emotions, Values and Passions in a work of art
The transformation of precious metals and stones is the most excellent of arts.  

The jewel is born from the symbiosis between client and designer.
It absorbs emotions and affections and shines of the values of the person who wears it.



To be and to appear.
The joy of experiencing passions and 

affections to the full.
Sky, land and water in perfect harmony.

White is solidity.

“Genesi”



Immensity is in the heart
in a prelude to love

living together in perfect harmony

“Immenso” 



The past is storm
The present is love

The future is serenity – the diamond is Light

“Oceano” 



One is the mirror of the other
the floral element thrives on love

the diamond is the Light and the ‘forever’

“Amore”  



The horizon is the source of light 
and of passion

“Luce”



From the roots to the branches is love
Grandchildren as fruits
Children as guardians

Colour is luminosity – White is solidity

“Legami”



The lymph flows from the roots, feeds
the tree that generates ‘the fruits’.
Humanity grows from these roots and

influences the past, the present and the future.
The energy comes from the cosmos,
like the celestial sphere it irradiates life
and opens up towards the divine.and opens up towards the divine.

“L’albero della vita”



The dream comes true, 
two lives in one loving embrace.

Harmony and family, 
illuminated by the Light of three ‘forever’ 

diamonds.

“Abbraccio”



Encounter and passion.
The heart holds a clear and solar world 
that generates life, the reflection of the 

present and of the future.

“Armonia”



“Amour”

Twenty-five years together
the colours and the symbols of the heart’s 

homeland
the three still unripe fruits of love
the certainty of a joyous and luminous 

tomorrow

Versione personalizzata,non riproducibile



Every jewel can be modified and customised on request. Contact us directly and we will
send you the form for customisation indications.

E-mail: info@segretocarmelo.it  ;  www.segretocarmelo.it
Via agillina 47/49 Cerveteri (RM), Italy; Phone: +39 069942152;  

48 Burj Gate, 10th Floor, room #1001, Downtown  - Dubai - EAU ;  Phone +971 4 3216260 
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